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An explicit example of a Hilbert space operator whose lattice of invariant 
subspaces (under the metric topology “gap between subspaces”) contains an 
inaccessible point which is not isolated is constructed; the component of that 
inaccessible point is not arcwise connected and, moreover, no ball (of su&iently 
small radius) about the point is connected. 
This example answers negatively three questions proposed by R. G. Douglas 
and Carl Pearcy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In their “On a topology for invariant subspaces” [l], Douglas and 
Pearcy have studied the structure of the lattice JEW of all invariant 
subspaces of a given operator T acting on a complex Hilbert space Z 
(here and in what follows, “subspace” means “closed subspace” and 
“operator” means “bounded linear operator”) under the topology 
induced by the metric 9, defined by 
ew, 4 = II p”4 - p/v II, 
where A, .N are subspaces of SF and P, , PN denote the orthogonal 
projection of SF onto JZ, JV, respectively. 
That article contains some open questions; among them [l, p. 3401: 
(a) Is it true that every inaccessible point of J+$ is isolated ?
(A E ,J$ is inaccessible if the only continuous map y: [0, l] --f $r 
such that y(O) = & is the constant map y(t) = A). 
(b) Is $= always locally connected ? 
(c) Are the components of $= always arcwise connected ? 
We shall construct an operator T (acting on a-real or complex- 
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separable Hilbert space) whose associated space yT provides a 
negative answer to the three questions. 
2. THE EXAMPLE 
1. We shall assume here that A@ is a Hilbert space over the 
complex field @; however, the example can be easily modified for a 
real Hilbert space. 
Let {e,> u hm>i&=l b e an orthonormal basis of &’ and let 
-q = c&J v @JL 
(the sign “V” means “the subspace spanned by”), where 
fn = sin( l/n) e,, + cos( l/n) e, = s,enl + c,e, . 
Since es = 1imfJn --f oo), it is clear that &’ = VzX1 #n. Let 
ru(n.71’) be the angle between sfl and 9$, , 1 < n < n’; then 
COSW(%4 = ~~P~l(f,g)l:f~~,g~~~,llfII = Ilgll = 11 
= (fn , fn,) = cos(l/n) cos(l/n’) 
and a short computation shows that 
(5/6n) < sin w(n, n’) < (1/T/n). (1) 
In particular, we have ZB n sn’ = (0) and X, = V,“r 3m = 
021 8s ( a e raic k? b direct sum). If X,’ = V~==,+,Z~, the angle 
between G%& and XN’ also satisfies the inequalities (1) with 71. replaced 
by N (the same result is true for .8 = T @ X’, where X is the 
algebraic sum of a finite family of sn’s, such that none of the subindices 
exceeds N, and X’ is the subspace spanned by the remaining sn’s). 
Let T, E Y(%n)(the set of all bounded linear operators in Zm) 
be defined by T, = 3.2-“I, + 2-“S,*, where I, is the identity of 
Xn and S,* is the adjoint of the weighted shift S, defined by 
Snfn = Zen2 ; Snenm = Km + I)/4 edn+l) , m = 2, 3,... . 
Define T on (Jo=,.& by means of: T I#, = T, (and extend 
linearly on X, , for N = 1,2,...). It is clear that T can be continuously 
extended (uniquely) to an operator in YE; in fact, if 
f = 5 knfn + hen2 + kd, a,, b, E C g, E (7 h& 
T&=1 m=3 
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then 
II Tfll S f 2-V I a, I + 2 lb, I) + 5 c” 2+/I by, +&II ,< Cllfll, 
?l=l n=l 
where C is a positive constant independent of N. Hence 11 T jj < C. 
We have 
lim Tfn = Te,, = O(n -+ co) 
It is clear that each of the Zn’s and hence XN and X,‘, N = 1,2,.,. 
are invariant subspaces of T. 
2. Claim. ker T = V{e,>. 
It is not hard to see, using the first inequality of(l), that if ( f, g) # 0 
for some g 1 PO = {e,>V{e,,>& , then Tf # 0. 
Thus, if f E ker T, f 1 e,, then f = C,“=i rnenl and therefore 
Tf = Cz==, r,s,e,, = 0 * r, = 0, for all n. 
A straightforward computation [2, problem 781 shows that the point 
spectrum of T, is equal to 
D, = a,(T,) = {z: / z - 3 .2-” I < 2+}; 
moreover, 
where 11 = ~(71, X) = (2”X - 3), is the unique (up to scalar factor) 
eigenvector of T, with eigenvalue h. 
Claim. a,(T) = (0) u [&r D,]. Moreover, if X E D, , X 6 D,? 
for n’ # n, then the only eigenvectors with eigenvalue X are the 
muItip1es of g,,, . If X = 2mm+r, then the only eigenvectors with 
eigenvalue X are those of the form 
Proof. Let Tf = Af, X # 0. Since the norm of T IX”, tends to zero 
as N --+ co, there exists an integer N such that 11 T Ix,, II < 1 h I. 
Let f = 12, + .12,’ (unique decomposition) where h, E Z, and 
h,’ E s,‘. Then 
Tf =hf * ThN=Ah,, Th,’ = MN’, 
but the last equality is impossible unless h,’ = 0. 
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Therefore, f E X, = @,“=, 8% ; hence f = C,"=, h, , h, E Sn , and 
the result follows by a repetition of the previous argument. 
3. Thus we have obtained the following result about the structure of 
XI(l), the set of all one-dimensional invariant subspaces of T: 
Let 4 = (4, An,A = V{g,,J, 
dfi? a,,a,+l = @&,A + an+lg,+l,Al (A = 2-n+? 
Then 
u fi {4n,a,+l: I a, I2 + I a,+, I2 = 1 ,a,>Oora,=O,a,+,= l} 
PI=1 
4. The topology of $r( 1). The expression (2) allows us to analyze 
more easily the topological structure of fr(l) (under the &topology). 
We are going to prove that $r( 1) is homeomorphic to a suitable subset 
of Iws. 
First of all observe that 
lim 0(.&, .Nn,3.2-n) = 0 (~2 --t co). 
Moreover, 13(&e , ~6?~,~.a-~) = min{e(J, , A%‘~,~): X E D,}. 
Let W, = {K = (x1 , x2 , xs) E 178% x12 + x22 < 1, xa = 2P+l}. The 
mapping 4’: D,” -+ W, defined by 
C’(4,J = (C-1)” LQe p(n, 8, Im I&, A), z-n+9 
is a homeomorphism from (J,“=I D,^ onto ufr W, . 
The subset (D, n D,,,)” is clearly homeomorphic to the set of all 
one-dimensional (orthogonal) projections in a bi-dimensional complex 
Hilbert space; i.e., (D, n D,+$ is homeomorphic to the unit sphere 
of R3. On the other hand, 
D; n (D, n Dn+JA = {dn,2-n+l), 
D;+l n (D,, n Dn+Jh = {~+1.2-n+dy 12 = 1, 2, 3,... 
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It is not hard to see now that +’ can be extended to a continuous 
bijection from fT( 1) onto 
W=(O}” [GW]” [(j w,+], ns1 n=1 
where 4(&Q = U = (0, 0, 0) and 
4: (D, n D,,l)A -j w,+ = $3 E lv: [Xl + (-l)“]” 
+ xz” + (x3 - 3.2+lj2 = 4-“-l}, 
Finally, it is not hard to conclude from the previous results ((I), (2), 
etc.) that if (&)& is a Cauchy sequence in f*(l), then either 
4s%n Own,.,, for some n and for all k > k,, or J+$ -+ AO. Now 
it is clear that 
is a homeomorphism. 
5. Now we are in a position to prove that $= provides a negative 
answer to (a)-(c). 
It is shown in 11, p. 3231 that &(I) is a closed and open subset of 
#T (moreover, if J&Y E $$(I), JV E $J$\$$(l), then ~(JZ!, M) = 1); 
therefore, it suffices to show that j&l) has the desired properties. 
(a) Observe that A0 is not isoIated in $#). An easy compu- 
tation shows that 
> [l - 36(fn ,fn+J2i~*lf > 4/5. 
(3) 
Thus, if y: [0, l] -3 JEW is a continuous map, it follows from (3) 
that the set (LZ: r(t) E DnA, for some t e [0, 11) is necessarily finite. 
The concIusion is: There is no nonconstant continuous mapping y 
from [O, 11 into $*(I) such that y(O) = J&. In other words, 
J& is inaccessible in J$( 1). 
This proves that the answer to (a) is negative, in general. 
(c) In order to get the same result for (c) it is enough (using the 
previous result.) to observe that $P(l) w W is connected. 
(b) Finally, we are going to prove that, for every r < Q, the open 
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ball &(&X0) f d o ra ius r about A0 is disconnected. An elementary 
analysis of #r(l) h s ows that it is enough to prove that 
for any pair of complex numbers (a, , a,+,)(and for any n). 
In fact, 
&4l P 4n,a,+l ) 3 [l - 6(e, ,f)2/m2]’ > &. 
6. Hype&variant subspaces. Consider the lattice $r’ of all 
hyperinvariant subspaces of T; i.e., 
.J$’ = n {YA : A commutes with T}. 
It is clear that jr’ is a closed subset of /r . Since &,, is inaccessible 
in yr , it follows [l, Theorem l] that J&, E $‘I. Moreover [3, Lemma 
1.11 
.~4$~ = ker( 7’ - h) E &‘, 
for all X E D, , X 6 D,* , if n’ # n. Therefore, 
%z = Ifn> v hwn>,“=2 = {gn.h :h E D,, , A $ D,-, u LA,,,) E 4’. 
Since 
4 = @ngn,h + an+lgn+l.h : a,, Q,+~ E@> = keV - 4 E 4’ 
(A = 2-“fl), 
it follows that 
On the other hand, if &Z = V{a,gn,h + a,+,g,+,,,} and 
“4” = v vJn&.A + bn+l&*A+lh 
where none of the numbers a,, a,,, , b, , b,+l is zero, then the 
operator L E P(X) defined by 
L I Hn = W%> 43 3 
L 1 tilt+1 = (bn+1/42+1) Aa+ 
L I lep,. = a for all fl’ # 71, n + 1 
commutes with T and it maps JY onto N. 
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is homeomorphic to IV’ = {O> u [uzzI IV,] 
Therefore, A$ is also inaccessible but not isolated in $,.I and it is 
also clear that no neighborhood of A%‘~ can be connected. However, 
each component of j=‘(l) is arcwise connected. 
7. A complementary example. Let (e,> u {e~,&&+i be an ortho- 
gonal basis of the Hilbert space 
a?-= i&F, where 2” = {q,} V {e~m};,m=l . 
k=l 
If 1 E 5?(X) is defined so that Iy Ix& is “a copy” of the above 
constructed T, for k = 1, 2, 3,..., then $x(l) possesses the same 
patological properties as $& 1) that we have analyzed in 92-5. However 
(as it is very easy to verify), the only finite dimensional subspaces in 
/x’ are {0} and Jlt, = VCe,}! 
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